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I NTRODUCTI ON 
The flight test program on the F-15 aircraft at the NASA Dryden Fliqht 
Research Center (DFRC) requires flights to altitudes between 15,240 meters 
(50,000 feet) and 18,288 meters (60,000 feet). High altitude protection 
equipment is required for pilot safety at such altitudes in the event of a 
loss of cabin pressurization. A full pressure suit has been the only high 
altitude garment in use at DFRC. 
The Center pilots have reservations about the use of full pressure 
suits, because the helmet, the neck rinq, and their combination reduce . 
the pilot's field of vision and the gloves reduce the hand and finger dex-
terity. The bulk of the helmet, gloves and glove rings also reduces the 
pilot's dexterity. Further, the provisions for suit ventilation in the F-15 
are inadequate. The resulting loss in pilot effectiveness therefore creates 
pilot fatigue and reduces the mission effectiveness. 
The British Royal Air Force (RAF) partial pressure jerkin suit (fig. 1) 
was chosen as an alternative to the full pressure suit to protect the pilots 
during rapid descent in case of cabin pressurization loss. In the 4 years 
before 1976, some 200 RAF and Royal Navy (RN) aircrew used the pressure 
jerkin within its stated altitude envelope (fig. 2) . The total RAF exper-
ience with the jerkin for various altitude envelopes (app. I) spans 15 years. 
In addition, the RAF pressure jerkin can be combined with an RAF type P/Q 
oxygen mask, a standard helmet, and an anti-g suit; all of these have the 
advantage of rapid unaided donning. 
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Figure 1. Pressure jerkin and dual bladder anti-g suit trousers. 
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Figure 2 . Jerkin altitude envelope. 
Preliminary training and experience with the jerkin and P/Q mask were 
afforded DFRC personnel during a trip to the RAF's Institute of Aviation 
Medicine, Farnborough, Hantshire, England. The hardware, consisting of the 
partial pressure jerkin suit, P/Q mask, and dual bladder g-suit (fig. 1), 
provides short term protection at aircraft altitudes up to 18,288 meters 
(60,000 feet) provided the aircraft descent is within the jerkin altitude 
envelope. The breathing pressures are somewhat lower than required for 
continous operation at 18,288 meters (60,000 feet) but are sufficient to 
allow a pilot to perform the descent within the time periods defined by the 
jerkin altitude envelope. The profile of descent time specified by the 
jerkin altitude envelope exceeds the emergency descent requirements of either 
the F-104 or F-15. 
Joint testing of the jerkin was conducted by the NASA Dryden Flight 
Research Center and the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (app. I I). The 
results of a laboratory evaluation and the testing during jerkin training for 
NASA pilots gave both the pilots and ground support personnel confidence in 
the equipment. Altitude chamber testing was performed to obtain an evalu-
ation of the equipment from test subjects in addition to the NASA pilots 
prior to flight tests. The chamber test subjects stated that there was a 
definite training effect and a resultant enhanced performance at altitude. 
Two pressure clothing assemblies were obtained from RAF (app. I ) and are 
identified as 1) pressure jerkin and anti-g trousers and 2) combined partial 
pressure, anti-g and ventilated coverall garment. The first assembly has 
undergone all the testing and is the subject of this report. The second 
assembly has not, as yet, undergone flight testing at DFRC. The pilots pre-
ferred the pressure jerkin because it can be donned at the aircraft and mini-
mizes thermal buildup (app III). 
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Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research Center 
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EQUIPMENT 
The pressure jerkin, dual bladder anti-g suit, miniaturized man mounted 
oxygen regulator, and P/Q pressure demand orona sal mask are shown in figures 
1 and 3. The jerkin is a torso garment consisting of a sinqle oxygen bladder 
which applies a pressure to the entire trunk. The jerkin bladder is press-
urized by the breathing oxygen regulator through a valve in the hose to the 
mask. The breathing regulator has a pressure output proportional to the 
aircraft's cabin altitude, as shown in figure 4. The jerkin oxyqen bladder 
valve prevents oxygen flow from the bladder to the mask. At the maximum 
altitude for the jerkin, the output of the regulator is specified to be 
68 Mm Hg (1.31 psi) to 72 mm Hg (1.39 psi). 
The jerkin and anti-g suit are worn as the outermost garment and can be 
donned at the aircraft to delay thermal buildup and doffed directly after the 
flight. Both garments are shown in figure 5 installed on a manikin with 
torso harness in the F-15 seat. The type P/Q oxygen mask and its chain sus-
pension harness are shown donned in figure 6. 
The anti-g suit shown in figure 1 consists of trousers with two bladders 
and two inlet hoses. One inlet hose provides a pressure connection from the 
oxygen regulator, and the other hose provides a connection to the barometric 
anti-g valve. The barometric valve responds to a positive g-load or a fall 
in cabin pressure. The breathing oxygen supply line provides oxygen at a 
pressure of 4.92 kilograms per square centimeter (70 psi), a pressure that 
is standard for the anti-q suit valve in both the F-15 and F-104; therefore 
no modifications were necessary for testing in either aircraft. 
The P/Q type oronasal mask is designed with a reflected edge seal 
(fig. 7), which can deliver pressures up to 100 mm Hg (1.93 psi) to the 
respiratory tract without serious leakage. The mask is attached to the 
pilot's chain harness, which utilizes two tension configurations. The pilot 
manually operates the tension to the high setting when cabin depressurization 
occurs. The chain tension is returned to the low setting when mask leakage 
is not a problem. The mask covers the nose and mouth and rests on the 
anterior portion of the chin, as shown in figures 6 and 7, rather than under 
the chin. The pilots preferred this mask, since it did not rotate down and 
under the chin during g-loading as those masks currently in use tend to do 
(app. III). The mask includes a microphone that is compatible to DRFC air-
craft radios. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of pressure jerkin, mask and dual 
bladder anti-g suit. 
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Figure 4. Breathing regulator envelope. 
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Figure 5. Pressure jerkin and anti-g suit in F-15 seat. 
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Figure 6. RAF type oxygen mask and chain harness. 
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Figure 7. Principle of sealing for RAF oronasal mask. 
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FLIGHT TESTING 
Flight tests were performed on the pressure jerkin at the Dryden Flight 
Research Center using an F-104 and an F-15. The F-104 is a two-seater air-
craft. The pilot in the front seat wore a full pressure suit, and the pilot 
in the aft seat wore the jerkin. Four cabin decompressions were performed, 
two at an altitude of 15,240 meters (50,000 feet) and two at an altitude of 
18,288 meters (60,000 feet). The pilot in the jerkin performed each aircraft 
descent to an altitude of 6096 meters (20,000 feet). The pilot in the jerkin 
had control of the aircraft before each decompression and did not know when 
the decompression would occur. The pilots monitored the cabin pressure 
altitude with an altimeter referenced to cabin pressure and flew the aircraft 
altitude via an altimeter referenced to outside ambient. 
Additional F-104 flights were flown to determine whether the effect of 
aerodynamic flow on the canopy with a deflated seal would decrease the cabin 
pressure (increase the cabin altitude) for different Mach numbers and angles 
of attack. The aircraft was flown, with the canopy seal deflated, through a 
profile which included altitudes of 16,764 meters (55,000 feet), Mach numbers 
up to 1.8 , and angles of attack near 100. 
The tabulated data for one of the F-104 flights are presented in table 
and plotted in figure 8. The difference between the aircraft altitude and 
the cabin altitude for each Mach number recorded can be seen. The greatest 
difference is at Mach 1.3 and 15,316 meters (50,250 feet), where the cabin 
altitude exceeds that of the aircraft by 518 meters (1700 feet). 
Figure 9 shows the difference between the cabin pressure altitude and 
the actual aircraft pressure altitude (H-cabin - H-aircraft) as a function 
of aircraft altitude. The Mach number for each data point is also shown. 
The aircraft's angle of attack (a ) was recorded at four data points to deter-
mine whether the aerodynamic slipstream for different angles of attack would 
change the cabin pressure altitude. Figure 9 shows that cabin altitude 
increased for a nearly constant aircraft altitude of arproximately 16,764 
meters (55,000 feet) as angle of attack increased. The increase in the dis-
crepancy between cabin and aircraft altitude at a Mach number of 1.8 for a 
change in angle of attack from 5.0 0 to 9.5 0 is 76.2 meters (250 feet). The 
increase at f.1ach 1.5 for an angle of attack change from 5.8 0 to 10.1 0 is 
122 meters (400 feet). 
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These tests demonstrated the performance, feasibility, and safety of 
the pressure jerkin in the flight environment. The pilots were able to per-
form all tasks required to operate the pressure jerkin and fly the aircraft 
through the prescribed descent profile with almost total satisfaction 
(app. III). Therefore, the jerkin evaluation was continued in a single-seat 
F-15. DFRC's F-15 is a fully instrumented flight test aircraft and the 
parameters shown in table 2 were recorded during the tests. The data 
document a cabin decompression at an altitude of 16,764 meters (55,000 feet) 
-- - - - _.- - - - -- - - .---------- --------
and are plotted in figure 10 as a time history along with the F-15 1 s geo-
potential altitude (HP), Hach number, and angle of attack. 
The F-15 was flown in level flight near an altitude of 16,764 meters 
(55,000 feet) and Mach 1.4 prior to cabin depressurization. As a result of 
depressurization, the cabin pressure went from 346 mm Hg (6.7 psi), which 
represents an altitude of 6142 meters (20,150 feet), to 77 mm Hg (1.49 psi) 
or 16,301 meters (53,480 feet) in approximately 11 seconds. The cabin 
pressure altitude (HC) was computed from the cabin pressure data listed in 
table 2. Tabular values for geopotential altitude versus pressure were 
obtained from reference 1. Interpolated values were then computed for the 
cabin pressure data during depressurization and are listed in table 3. Mach 
number was held near 1.5, while angle of attack was increased to 9°, which 
resulted in a small increase in cabin pressure (to 78 mm Hg (1.51 psi), which 
is equivalent to a pressure altitude of 15,921 meters (52,234 feet)). The 
difference between aircraft geopotential and cabin pressure altitude is 840 
meters (2755 feet), as shown in table 3. The tabular data for the geopoten-
tial altitude minus the cabin pressure altitude (HP-HC) show the cabin 
altitude to be less than the aircraft altitude for any given combination of 
Mach number and anqle of attack. The same can be stated for the nose boom 
altitude mi nus the -cabi n altitude except near ~1ach 1, where the nose boom 
data become less reliable. The difference between the qeopotential and nose 
boom altitudes varies from 9 to 23 meters (30 to 75 feet). Unlike the F-104, 
the difference in the cabin and aircraft ambient altitude for the F-15 
results in a lower cabin altitude (higher cabin pressure) than the aircraft 
ambient altitude. 
The tabular data for HP-HC are plotted as a time history in figure 11. 
The greatest difference in pressures occurs for the high angles of attack 
(9.0~ and 10.6°) at Mach numbers above 1.2. The highest angle of attack 
(13.3°) was flown at a Mach number of 1.13 and resulted in a simular differ-
ence in HP-HC, but occurred from a lower baseline, showing the difference to 
be a function of both Mach number and angle of attack. The reason that the 
cabin altitude decreased as compared with the ambient altitude is believed to 
be the aerodynamics of the F-15, which have a greater ram air effect than 
with the F-104. At high angles of attack, the F-15 exhibited even greater 
reductions in cabin altitude during depressurizations. Therefore, during an 
emergency loss of the canopy seal, the pilot in the F-15 could expect a 
higher cabin pressure (lower cabin altitude) than his indicated altitude. 
Safety aspects therefore favor the F-15 as the test aircraft due to lower 
than indicated altitude exposure. 
After the F-104 and F-15 tests, the pilots reported hand dexterity and 
pilot field of vision to be the same as when wearing a flying suit, mobility 
in the cabin to be unimpeded, and ease of donning to be excellent. The only 
drawback reported was the heat buildup due to wearing both the jerkin and 
the anti-g trousers. This reportedly was not intolerable and was consider-
ed preferable to the disadvantages of wearing a full pressure suit (app. 
III) . 
The pressure jerkin was therefore adopted as an operational suit (.for 
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Figure 10. F-15 jerkin suit cabin depressurization test. 
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Figure 11. F-15 cabin altitude below aircraft altitude (HP-HC) during cabin decompression. 
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emergency descents) to replace the full pressure suit for protection of the 
pilot up to altitudes of 18,288 meters (60,000 feet). 
CONCLUSIONS 
Flight testing of a pressure jerkin at the Dryden Flight Research Center 
resulted in its adoption as the operational suit for emergency descents to 
replace the full pressure suit up to altitudes of 18,288 meters (60,000 feet). 
The jerkin provides protection for the pilot during emergency descents after 
cabin depressurization without having the disadvantages of a full pressure 
suit. Pilot effectiveness is greater because of the improved field of vision, 
improved hand and finger dexterity, and the ability to use a standard pilot 
helmet. 
The pressure jerkin garment and anti-g trousers were preferred by the 
pilots over the combined partial pressure, anti-g and ventilated coverall 
garment, since the former can be donned at the aircraft and minimizes thermal 
buildup. 
The Royal Air Force (RAF), oxygen mask with the tension chain harness 
did not slip down the pilots face under g-loading. The pilots at the Dryden 
Flight Research Center preferred this mask to those currently in use. 
Cabin depressurization in the F-104 resulted in cabin pressure altitudes 
greater than the aircraft's pressure altitude. This is in contrast to the 
results of cabin depressurization in the F-15, which resulted in cabin alti-
tudes less than the aircraft's altitude. Safety aspects therefore would favor 
the F-15 as the test aircraft because in cabin depressurizations the pilot 
would be exposed to lower cabin altitudes. 
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APPENDIX I - DESCRIPTION OF TEST EQUIPMENT 
This appendix is a memorandum from the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine 
describing two pressure jerkin assemblies and their associated equipment. The 
memorandum was written by the RAF on 9 September 1976, to document the equip-
ment which was agreed upon by NASAjDFRC and RAF per sonnel for possible use in 
flight tests at DFRC. The memorandum also documents the RAF and RN experience 
with the pressure jerkin. 
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APPENDIX I. -Continued 
RAF P.<\Rl'HL p _~?Ssu:{s t.SSS!iBLIES tOR USE TIl '[:::S'i' c'LYING {,'r III\S:\ r'LIG ,1T HS38"aCil 
C£NT2E:, ED':IARDS CALI.FOa]l;IA 
INTRODUCTIO~ 
1. T\~o intezrated r~rtial p~essure high altitude protective esse~blies ¥ere a3r~ed 
as possible conter.der~ 10!:" use in flight tests in F15 Rlld F104 aircraft at th", W$A 
Flibht: Rp.searc;; Cer.tre I Bd-llards du;:-i::S :.:-.a ·.-i::ii t of pt;!~sonnel 0 f. t~e Ce::tr~ to th~ 
RAF Institute of Aviat.ion Hedicir.~, 1 - 3 Sep 76. Both asse:nblies employ the R!-.r 
type P(Laree)/Q (S~311) press'u·c de~and orona sal ~asks, counterpressure to ~h~ tr~k 
end lo:~er li:::_'.:>s alld !;h.e t.ype 32.4 !O:i~iaturised man ::Jounted oXYGen l~e~ntor. This-
r -_bUlato:- i~flates the p:';!SSl4rCl clo~hi~g .... i thin 2 sec of an insta!ltaneou8 deco.-:1nrcs-
sion to a breathing pressure which increases linearly with fall of environw.entai 
prcBsllrn f:'O:1 5 - .0 Q:;; lig at 40,000 feet to 68 - 72 rnm Ii6 £It 60,000 fe~t. Bot; ... 
aSo~alblies will pr()"~ide _protection against hypoxia on rapid decompression to cabill 
al.tit\!':'es up to 60,000- '1e'/dt -Pt-07itied 1;nat ,d_ef!C?~nt is in:'~iL:.ted within 1 r;:illutC. Tha 
SUbsequent r.:lte of descent to belo'if a cabill altih'i1e of IfO,OCO £6e'.:. sl;ould be at 
~east 10;OJO feet per Ai ntd:~ (ie the asseClblj os provide protection for a total of 2 
minutes above 50,000 feet and 3 minutes above 1.0,OJO ;(eet). 
PRESSURE D?-:!:,Um M..I\SK 
2. The type P/Q r-.ask must be attached by means of its c}lain suspension h3.rness to' 
the aircrcw protective helI:let in such 11 ll1anr~r that the co~apleto mask/helmet asseul-
bly is bl:able and t~,t the Glask will seal I-li tllout significcmt leakage a pressure 
breat':'"_~ng o!" a't least 70 :::m Hg (at this pressure the outboarD. lealw_ge is not t..::> 
exceed 15 litre per minute). 
3. The typ"", 324 regula.tDr provides both oxygen and oxyger.. diluted \'Iith air 
(I airnix') on de:::and with safety pressure (from ground level ~!hen 10Cf,~ oxygen is 
selected and above 16,000 - 18,000 feet when airclx is solectcd) and pressure breath-
ing to the schedule given in p:lra 1 a_bove. There is an Qxyr;en pressure operated air 
sh\!1;. off valve so th:J.t air ca!''Jlot be dra~;n in through the regulator unless t!1~ oxyg~n 
s~p?ly pressure exceeds 35 Lb./sq.in. gau5e. Tnere is aleO a pressUTe-tc-test , faci-
lity. 'i'he nor.linnl oXYGen .supply pressure for the reg:'lator is 70 to 110 Lb./sq,.in. 
e~uee althoui;h it will fur-ctic:! satisfactorily at sup;>ly pressures do',m to 50 Lb.i 
E.q.in. gause . The rer;ulator can therefore be supplied '.Jith r~lli!l and e~er&ency oxyeen 
t1::-ouga the se'lt sur.ival. kit in both th~ F15 and the F1()!.. Thp. stancard &;.F type 
32"- regul<lto!' !las bee:1 rnodified for use in the F15 and F104 by the rer.:oval of the 
sb_r!.dard pr~ssure co~trol line to the cOr.1pensR.t",d outlet -.-",lva of the m:-sk, the 
addition of a hig~ flo" capacity relicf valve at its outl!lt <md deleH-on of the 
cecondary bY-F'.S5 facility. The regulator will be mounted low on the front of '.;he 
torso at a position to be decidci by NASA. 
P.?.:;:;.SS~:; CLO'l"an:G AIm CO!,!N:sGTIONS 
If. ~~o' pre05ure clothing aS5e~~lie5 each with' different nerits have ~~n agre~d 
fo~ the NASA t'lsk: 
Prossure jer%in and ~ntt G trouser!>.' 
co'~nterpressure to the entire: tnlnk. 
nectcd by D. jerv.in 'lll\"e Hk 1, to the 
outlet of the typ<! 32!, rOE;Ulal:or und 
Thc p-;:-(!sc'.lrc jerkin a?~l:t~ 
Its o>~g~n bl~~der iG ' con-
h05e asse~bly betwc~~ tho 
the type p/Q m~sk. The 
,--- - ----- ---- -----~ 
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p:-essure jerk ·~n is Worn a:; the outermost garment. (;0 that 
heat load can be minimised by delaying donning until the 
pilot i6 about to enter the cockpit and doffing the gar-
ment directly after flight. Counterpressure is applied 
to the lower li~bs by standard R~ interr41 anti G 
trousers (I-Ik 6 or l-r.-< 7). The trousers can either be 
inflated with oxyge~ by connecting the G-bladder into 
th~ oxygec hose b~ ~ ,.~een the outlet of the type 324 regu-
l"~o:,, and the jerri .• CO!:m~c tor or by u barometric 
anti G valve ~Rich re~ponds both to +Gz and to fall of 
cabin presaure. 
(2) Co~bined partial pressure, anti G and ventilated coverall 
}.!k 2 (codified ·by re:noval of siee'1es). Its oxygen bladder 
applies counterpressure to the whole of the trunk and to 
th9 lower limbs. It is inflated frc·!!! the type 324 regula-
tor through a jerkin .valve Mk 9. The anti G blauder is 
inflated by a sta~dard anti G valve and air (engine ble~d 
air or cabin air) can be blown through the simple inte:,,~al 
ventilation ~cesG. The combined garment is .tlOro direct- · 
ly over underclothes and has to be do~ed and doffed in 
th~ cre~oc~ • . The front sliding fastener can however be 
opened whilst on the eround to reduce the heat load 
imposed by the garcent. The sleeves have been removed 
fro~ the standard Mk 2 garment to reduce further the heat 
load. 
5. The relative Qerits of thp. two pressure clothing nssemblies relnte to the heat 
load the:r i::1I1os~ at'..d the case \dth w,,-~ch it is poss~?le to provide both hi0h alti-
tude and G protectio~. The simplest asse~bly which provides both hig~ altitude 
and G pr0tfJctio-:1 . Ind which can be used with the 70 Lb./sq.in. oxygen ·.supply aTJd the 
anti G valve fit ·:.!d to the F ·J5 and F1011 is the cOr.lbined partial pressure coverall· 
(vithout sleeves). This asse~bly will however probably i~pose n greater heat lo~d 
tb~ the pressure jerkin and anti G troasers, especially on the ground. 7he press~re 
jerkin and anti G trouser asse~bly c~n be connected simp~y to the oA~6en supplies in 
the F15 a~d F104 so as to provide high altitude protection but G protection is lost. 
?~e use 0' an R\F baro~etric anti G valve requires an airframe modifivation and in 
tuly cas€.' i.:; uns.?I::sfactory as then the assembly will Dot give altitude protection ~:o 
the event 0 f los.', of cL\bin p!'essure due to engine flame out (which "ill also deprive 
the anti G y:U".{e of air) . A shuttle valve (none available of:f the shelf although 
fjeveral designs h~ve been used in the past in test flying in the UK) can be e~p~oyed 
to al1o~ the anti G tro~ers to be inflated by the standa!'d anti G valve when exposed 
to +Gz ~d by t~e oxygen regulator on 10s8 of cabin pressure at high altitude. An 
alt~rnativa and ?~obably si~pler method of providing high altituds and G protection 
in the prc3su!'e jerkin-anti G trouser assembly is to incorporate a second bladder in 
the a~ti G trousers. One G trouser bladder can be inflated by the anti ·G valve and 
the other by the oxygen regulator. 
R.-\}/RN TRAINIiiG EXP2:lIDICE 
6. \·;el1 o'ler 1000 EAF aircre:~ have been trained in the use of the standard type 
P/Q [:!.:\slr./p!'assure j-=r~in/anti G trouser aSseClbly used in association wi.t.h the panel 
r.1cuntcd T<:!f;ul~to·r i~: ·21. 'l'he~o aircrew co:r.pleted their training _by undel'goinr, a 
r~?id ccco~p:-essio~ to a m~iwu~ altitude of 56,000 feet which was held for ~ minuto 
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APPENDIX I. -Concluded 
l.Ind follo~en by dtlsc ent at 10,000 feet p~r minute to below 110,000 feet. Although 
in the firGt 500 aircrew trained approxinately S% failed to co~plete the entire 
altitude exposure after changes to the G:,o:.:nd trai!lin~ procedures in the la~,. : 4 
years 8.11 aircrew have successfully co;npleted the prescribed al ti tude expOS ~,~'B to ' 
56,000 fcet. So~e 200 R'~ and lli~ aircrew ~ve been expos~d to an altitude of 
60,000 feet for 1 mir.ute follo· ... ed by a descent at 10,000 feet 'per minute to belO\of 
40,000 feet whilst wearing the , type p/Q mask and co;:;;bined parti'al pressUre, anti 
G and ventilated coverell I'~-< 2. Asain, although in the initial stages of the 
p.oi;r-a",;:JB SO::l~ 5 - 8% of air-crew failed to cOClplet!, this exposure all those exposed 
, in the last 4 years hz.ve Gone so cOr.1pletely 5ucces8£uJ..lyo 
IAH/A.o.'l:j/i8/03 
9 Ssp 76 
RIiF IliSTI'I""TE OF AVIA.Tlml NEDICmE 
FAW:nmOUGCI, lIM,TS 
J ErulSTnlG 
VTOUP Captaj,n 
Deputy Director 
Qf Research 
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APPENDIX II - JOINT EFFORT MEMORANDUM 
FOR PRESSURE JERKIN EVALUATION 
The USAF School of Aviation Medicine (SAM) and NASA Dryden Flight Re-
search Center (DFRC) agreed to jointly evaluate the pressure jerkin. Appendix 
II is a memorandum by SAM and DFRC personnel outlining six coordinated efforts 
to be performed and the results obtained. The memorandum, which is not dated, 
lists Capt. Tom Smogur as the primary author. 
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JOINT TESTHIG OF THE RAF HIGH ALTITUDE PROTECTIVe EtJSEI~BLE 
T. MORGAN 
w. SEARS 
w. DANA 
T. sr·l0GUR 
R. BARNICKI 
ABSTRACT 
----
I 
E. ENEVOLDSON 
J. MELVIN 
M. TAYS 
In an effort to provide relutively noncncumlJering "get Inc do"',n" 
protection from altit~des above 50,000 feet, NASA's Dryden Flight Research 
Center and the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine joined in an effort to 
evaluate the suitabili'ty of a RAF high altitude protective assembly . 
The joint project consi'sted of six coordinated efforts: laboratory 
eyaluati'on, ori'entati'on/training of NASA test pilots, quantHication of 
aerodynami'c suction effects on cockptt altitude, definition of protective 
envelope, suit/a;\fCraft integration, and in-flight test and evaluation. 
The RAF Jerki'n assembly \'las fou'ld to meet both the pilot's physio'iogical 
and functional requirements. 
~. ~ r I~OIJUCTI ON 
Full pressure suits have charactetisth ·al'ly n~ceived on'ly lllClnrina '1 
acceptance among cr-ev-.members of high performance aircraJt.. 1 lllpa 'ir'JllE!nt 
to the mobil tty, comfort and general effectiveness of the \ ... earel' preclude 
their application frc..oI, all but clearly hazardous high-aHitude rec:onna 'is-
ance or flight-test missions. Even on these missions their use often 
Tnvolves undesil"able restricti'ons to the pilots' visibility, mobility, 
dexterity, and cO"lpromi'Ses mi''Ssi.'on effectiveness. 
Many fight.er aircraft in the USAF inventol'y are cilpable of 5usta'ined 
flight above 50,000 feet, and almost all can easily zoom or perform pop-
up maneuvers to altitudes where, if the cabin pressurization were lost, 
the standard oxygen equ i'pment woul d not provtde safe get-me-down protecti on. 
Advancements tn engine technclogy, such as engines capable of supersonic 
flight wtthout the aid of afterburner, point the way to next genera:ion 
atrcraft cru1'si\ng at alti,tudes requi'ri'ng physiological prot.ection I'lh ich 
current USAF operati'onal oxygen equipment cannot provide. 
In an effort to provi'de "get me down" capabil ity fy'om fl i ght above 
50,000 feet NASA's Pryden Flight Research Center (NASA DFRC). Edl'lards 
AFB, Ca i'ntends to adopt the rela,tively nonencumbering RAr partia'l 
pressure clothtng for use in P~104 and F-15 atrcraft. Tbi's equipment is 
currently bei'ng used for short term protecti·on to 60,000 feet by the 
RAF. Since the USAF School of Aerospace Medi'Cine (USAFSAMl 'i's simi'lar ',y 
i'nterested 1'n the development of fi,gnter-compattble high altitude 
pl"otecttve equi'pment, NASA DFRC requested jotnt participation in this 
effort. A Memorandum of Agreement was signed in June ne.tween NASA DFRC 
and USAFSAM formali:zing respective responsi'bilities and the development 
plan under whi'ch the testing \,Iould be conducted. The HoyC\l Air For<;e 
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Institute of Aviation Medicine (RAFIAM) agreed to supply the equipment 
anct provide initial training to DFRC personnel. As the effort progressed, 
the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) Physiological Support Division's 
partiCipation was requested to aid in pilot su it training and suit/ 
a 'jrcraft inte·gration. 
OUTLINE OF EFFORTS 
The equipment assembly tested' included : a sleeveless Jerkin pressure 
vest, G-suit and an RAF P/Q oronasal mask. The program cons'isted of six 
coordinated efforts: (1) laboratory evaluation, (2) orientation/training 
of NASA test pilots, (3) quantification of aerodynamic suction effects . 
on cockpit altitude, (4) definition of protective envelope, (5) suit/aircraft 
integration, and (6) in-flight test and eva1uation. 
(1) Laboratory Evaluation: 
(a) Configuration analysts 
(b) Bench tests 
(c l Subject training breathing 70 mmHg pressures at 
Ground Level. 
(d) Controlled ascents to 5l,UQO and 60,000 feet. 
(e) Hapid decompress i ons fl'(" f ?5 .000 to 60 , 000 feet. 
(2) NASA Test Pilot Training: 
(a) Coordination meeting 
(b) Ground level training 
tc ) Controlled ascents 
Cd) Rapid decompressions 
(3) Quantification of Aerodynami c Suction Eff ects on Cockpit 
Alti.tude: 
(a) F-104 ch~racterization 
(b) F-15 characterization 
(4) Def tnttton of Protective Envelope: 
(a) P-104 a.ppltcation 
(b ) F-15 application 
(5) $ui't/Aircraft Integratlon: 
Ca) F-104 
(b) F-15 
(6) In-Pltght Test and Eyaluation: 
Ca) Norma 1 (pres,suri zed) sod. i'es 
(b) In-flight decompresston/recovery (TF-104) 
'-------- - ~ - - --- --- - ~~- - ~~-- -.--~-~-- -- .. - --- ----,~---------- .-----~ 
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METHODS & RESULTS 
Laboratory Evaluation: The ensemble was tested and the components 
were found to integrate into an effective assembly. Initial check-out 
found the suit regulator was not delivering sufficient pressure at 
altitude. After consultation with AFFTC's Physiological Support Division, 
the regulator \'las adjusted; the functi'onal anomaly was most likely due 
to rough treatlljent clul'ing transit. TIle rcgl/ lutor functioned flawlessly 
throughout the remaining tests. 
Ground level training was completed on three USAf SAM test subjects. 
A 11 subjects remarked, at the end of the sUll~equent a Hitude chamber 
testing, that the ground level testtng was more difficult and uncomfortable 
than using the RAF ensemble at altitude. HO\yever, they all agreed that 
familiarity and training with the assembly not only increased confidence> 
but also aided the user in achieving better protective effect from the 
ensemble. 
The test subjects took three low pressur e chamber flights to gain 
familiarity and confidence in the RAF Jerkin , The first was designed to 
assess the adequacy of equipment performance in the intermediate altitude 
envelope. The maximum altitude was SOM' wit~ ~ nlaximum time above 40M' 
of two minutes. lhe second flight profile wa~ similar to the first with 
the exception of the maximum altitude of 60M'. The third flight was a 
rapi d decompress ion from 25W to 60M' Ni th Olll' mi nutE" at fiOM' pri or to 
(Iescent. 
Subjects denitrogenated for one hour p( ~or to all fli ghts. Both 
heart rate and su~t pressure data were recorded during all chamber runs. 
The data gather'ed was used for safety moni'toring only, since the foregoing 
tests used a proven protective concept and ~Qre conducted within a well 
defi'ned a It i'tu de enye lope i-. e., the Rf\F have conducted hundreds of 
training fli'ghts tt? the same altitudes Yri'th. the Jerkin ensemb',e. I.abol"utoy·y 
personnel chose to conduct additional chamber flights to assure subject/pi lot 
preparedness, to facNi"tate full USAf documentati'on of RAP equipment 
used, and to develop an expert-ence base for tnsuri"ng optimum safety and 
test effectiveness. 
The chamber fl i,ghts were uneyentful , . h~re were no adverse phy ~, 'j (J. 
logical reactiDns. All subjects I ears were checked pre- and post-
fli 'ght. The fli-ght surgeon tn a.ttend~nce a lso checked foy' possible post. 
exposure ni'trogen bubble fgrmati'on wi'th a Doppler ultrason'ic bubb'!E: 
detecti'Dn devfce. Agarn subjects stated that there was a deftnite 
"traini'ng effect" and a resu'1tant enhanced performance at altttude. 
~lj\SA Test Pt-lot Tl"aining,: A coordtnati'on meeting was held at the Edwards 
Physi'ological Support Di,vi'si'on on 18 July 1977. Representati'ves from 
all three parti'ci'Pating organizations were present, and schedul ing and 
tasktng were worked out durtng this · sessi'on. 
---------~- ------
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Ground level pilot training with altitude chamber profiles identical 
to thC\se used at USAF SAM ''Jere accompl i shed over a three day peri od. 
Pilot comments were similar to the test subjects at Brooks. Both 
pilots felt that the Jerkin provided adequate physiological protection 
and excellent mobil ity at altitude. Both al so stated that there was a 
definite training effect. 
Quantification of Aerodynami c Suct ion Effects 011 Ca b'in Altitu_<i~ : The 
NASA test team wearing full pressure suits took two seat F-104's to 
altitudes up to 60,000 feet with a deflated canopy seal to check out the 
aerodynamic (slipstream) effects on the cabin altitude. The results 
showed that effect was minimal and at no time was the cabin altitude 
higher than two thousand feet ' above the ambient flight level. An unex-
pected result was that the greater the Mach number, the less the deviation 
from ambient. Due to techni'cal probl ems NASA was unabl e to make the 
characterizatton for the F-15. 
Definition of Protective Envelo~: A meeting was held in August 1977 at 
USAFSAM with representatives of all three participating or9anizations. 
Progress was discussed and the protective envelope maximum altitude for 
the Jerkin in-fli'ght testing wa s defined as 60,000 feet provid'in9 descent 
ts tnitiated in less t han one minute following los s of cabin pressurization. 
In an cperational scenario, a prebreathing period of at least 30 minutes 
was recommended to be accompli~hed prior to as(pnt throuqh 18,000 fept. 
Sua/Aircraft Integration: Thts \'las accomplished in ea(ly August by 
NASA and AFFTC personnel. 
In-Fl i"ght -Test and Evaluation: Fl ight testing \'1as conducted in 'late 
August at DFRC. During these tests one ptlot wore a standard (-6) full 
pressure sui't whNe the other wore the Jerktn . The following was 
extracted from one of the p-i'lots' flight notes, "No ear trouble or other 
phys i'o log i'Ca 1 problems were encount ered. Thermal bu i 1 dup wa s cons i dered 
slight compared t o a full pressure suft. Lack of harrassment ftom a 
pressure suit was qui'te eV'i,dent; i.'t was a rea 'i pleasure to fly with 
normal gloves and a stand3rd helmet." The in-fi i"ght testing 'is st 'll"! in 
progress, but these comments' hi.\ve been typical of the in-flight results. 
CONCLUDING COMMENl 
The f t nal results are not yet avatlable, but it is the oplnlon of 
the joint test group (USAPSAM, NASA PPRC, AFFTC) that the RAF ensemble 
or equl'Valent would be the only currently avai-lable item that \~ould be 
acceptable to tactical crews. The Jerkin ensemble appears to meet both 
the ptlot's physi:olQgi'Cal and functional requi'rements. 
The authors wi'sh to th,ank the RAFIAM not only for the use of the 
JerJd'l1 assembly, but for shari,'ng the tnsi"ghts on the equipment gained 
through' years of care'lJl study. The success of thts fea~;ibi. l Hy study 
was atded tn great rr. . sUY'e by the fi.ne physi:ological and techn1cal data 
provtded by the lAM s I~aff. 
The voluntary ;'nformed consent of the subjects used in thi,s research 
was obtained in accordance with AFR 80-33. 
L _________ _ 
- - --------- - --- ~-------- - --------
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APPENDIX II. -Concluded 
THOMAS G. SMOGUR, Capt. USAF, BSC: Tom Smogur is presently assigned to 
the Directorate of Research and Development of the headquarters Aerospace 
Medical Division. He holds a BS in Biology and Chemistry, has completed 
graduate work in physiology, and a NS in Systems Management from the 
University of Southern Californi a. Capt. Smogur has been an Aerospace 
Physiologist s ince 1968. He had extensive experience with full and 
parti ul IJressure suits whi l e as sioned to the Air Forcr Flight Test 
Center with the SR-7 1. U-2, F-l1l. F-4, F-15, F-1 6. and vari ru c NA~A 
1 ifting bodies. 
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APPENDIX III - FLIGHT TEST EVALUATION 
OF A PARTIAL PRESSURE SUIT 
This appendix is a memorandum that summarizes the flight test results in 
the evaluation of the partial pressure suit. This memorandum, written by 
NASA/DFRC project pilot William H. Dana, dated January 5, 1978, identifies 
DFRC's need, equipment configuration, training, and testing for the evaluation 
of the pressure jerkin. 
Figure 1 of this appendix refers to figure in this report. Figures 
2 and 3 refer to figures 5 and 6, respectively. 
[To comply with NASA publication policy, the name of the anti-g suit 
garment manufacturer has been deleted. - Ed. ] 
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APPENDIX III. -Continued 
USE OF RAF HIGH ALTITUDE PROTECTIVE SYSTEM 
AT DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER 
In the accomplishment of propulsion testing in F-15 #281 during early 
1976, it became apparent that DFRC pilots were going to be confronted 
with frequent flights at altitudes between 50,000 and 60,000 feet. At 
that time the only high altitude protection equipment available to DFRC 
pilots was the AP/22S full pressure suit. While this is the best full 
pressure suit available, its use compromises pilot effectiveness in several 
areas. It requires bulky gloves that reduce hand and finger dexterity, 
it incorporates a helmet and neck ring that reduce pilot field of vision 
(particularly dowm/ard vision, as when trying to look at switches on the 
side consoles), and its cooling system in the F-15 is inadequate for 
ground operations, quite often leaving the pilot hot and fatigued prior 
to takeoff (after start, ground checks, and taxi). 
One of the F-15 project pilots, Einar Enevoldson, had used a British 
partial pressure suit during an RAF exchange tour, and felt that it would 
be a much more suitable garment for use during F-15 flight tests to 
altitudes up to 60,000 feet. 
In September 1976 Einar, qoger Barnick;, and I visited the RAF Institute 
of Aviation Medicine at Farnborough for the purpose of indoctrination 
in the use of the partial pressure equipment and to make arrangements 
for the acquisition of such equipment. 
DESCRIPTION 
Append ix I is a description of the RAF partial pressure equipment as 
configured by the RAF for use by DFRC. Components used in the jerkin/g 
suit configuration are shown in Figure 1. The British gear provides 
II get-doVln ll protection only. Breathi ng pressures somewhat lower than 
required for continuous operation at 60,000 feet are sufficient to allow 
the pilot to function fully during a descent within the specified time. 
For this system, a maximum of one minute at 60,000 feet followed by 
descent to 40,000 feet at 10,000 feet per minute is specified. For all 
F-15 and F-104 operation~, the emergency descent times are much less than 
the specified time limit. 
DFRC elected to use the two-bladder g-suit option (P.5., Appendix . 1) .to 
provide anti-g and altitude protection. The major asset of the two-bladdel~ 
g-suit is that it allows use of the RAF gear in both the F-15 and the F-104 
without any modification to either aircraft. DFRC rocured the s ecia1l -
made two-bladder g-suit from the 
at nominal cost and it is indistinguls 
for the inclusion of an extra inlet hose 
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APPENDIX III. -Continued 
Einar elected to bring back both a jerkin and a combined garment (P.4., 
Appendix I) for evaluation. I felt so strongly about the benefit of 
donning the equipment at the aircraft that I elected to use only the 
jerkin. 
TRAINING 
Einar and I spent three days at the Institute of Aviation Medicine 
learning to pressure breathe and experiencing a rapid decompression in 
the RAF gear to a pressure altitude of 60,000 feet . Should this training 
be desired by other pilots, it is now available at the USAF altitude 
chamber at Edwards AFB. Einar and I both used decompressions in the 
Edwards chamber for verification of flight hardware prior to flight test. 
GROUND TEST 
In order to get an independent evaluation of the RAF gear, and to achieve 
some domestic exposure to it, DFRC arranged for the USAF School of Aero-
space Medicine, Brooks AFB, to chamber test all RAF equipment proposed 
for our use. All of these tests were completed successfully in mid-1977. 
FLIGHT TEST 
In order to gain confidenc~ in the use of the jerkin during an aircraft 
decompression, Einar and I flew four flights in a two-seat F-104. In 
each case one of us was in the front seat in a full-pressure suit and the 
other in the rear in a jerkin. The first two decompressions were to a 
cabin altitude of 50,000 feet; the others to an altitude of 60,000. In 
every case the pilot in the jerkin flew the aircraft from before decom-
pression through a simulated emergency descent to 20,000 feet, where the 
test was considered complete. There were absolutely no problems encountered 
during these flights and the jerkin is considered suitably demonstrated 
for use in DFRC aircraft. 
In addition, one flight was flown in the F-104 and one in the F-15 in 
which the canopy seal was deflated and the aircraft then climbed and 
accelerated to 55,000 feet and Mach 1.6. This was to determine if suction 
around the canopy would reduce cabin pressure below ambient and thus 
reduce the aircraft altitude to which the jerkin provides demonstrated 
protection. In both cases the cabin altitude remained lower (the cabin 
pressure remained higher) than the aircraft altitude, and it was concluded 
that it is safe to use the RAF jerkin for altitude protection in .both 
the F-15 and the F-104 up to 60,000 feet aircraft altitude. 
The combined garment has not yet been flight tested. A demonstration 
comparable to that done with the jerkin will bedone in 1978. The jerkin 
has not yet been used in the F-15 but this, also, should occur next year. 
Figure 2 illustrates the jerkin and associated equipment installed in an 
F-15 seat. . 
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APPENDIX III . -Concluded 
USER OBSERVATIONS 
The RAF altitude protection equipment has met with almost total pilot 
satisfaction. Hand dexterity and pilot field of vision are the same as 
when wearing a flying suit. Mobility in the cockpit is unimpeded. 
Ease of donning is excellent. The only drawback to the use of the 
jerkin is that it covers up some of the skin normally available for 
cooling. The incremental pilot heat buildup incurred by use of the 
jerkin is judged to be about the same as the increment incurred by 
wearing a g-suit. Wearing both the g-suit and the jerkin is consider-
ably warmer than wearing only a flying suit, but the heat buildup is 
not intolerable and is considered to be a small price to pay for the 
privilege of not wearing a full pressure suit. . 
An unexpected side benefit of our use of the RAF equipment has been the 
desirability and general suitability of the P/Q masks (Figure 3). They 
are comfortable and they incorporate a microphone cutout switch, not 
included in U.S. masks but desirable for use in two-place aircraft. 
But the real asset of the P/Q masks is their immobility on the face at 
high g's. Since they ride on top of the pilot's chin bone and are held 
firmly to the pilot's face by tension chains, there is no tendency for 
them to rotate down and under the pilot's chin during g loads. I have 
never used a U.S. mask that didn't end up under my chin after pulling 
a few g's. DfRC's very limited supply of P/Q masks has precluded their 
use except during flights using the jerkin, but we are presently trying 
to purchase more of them; if this procurement is successful I intend to 
use a PjQ mask for all my flying. 
~~~,~ 
William H. Dana 
Aerospace Research Pilot 
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center 
Edwards, California 
January 5, 1978 
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